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Abstract: In this study, Geopotential Height (between 500 and 1000 hPa) and precipitation data
were obtained from the NCEP/NCAR and IRIMO (Iran Meteorological Organization) for 60 years
(1950–2010), respectively. Descriptive features of Atmospheric Thickness (hereafter AT) were
calculated and analyzed by using the Mann-Kendall method. The results showed that the maximum
AT was recorded in summer because of the dominance of the dynamic, hot subtropical high pressure.
Furthermore, upper latitudes experienced more variations in terms of AT. The trend of variations
showed that AT has significantly increased in recent years. Further, Saudi Arabia and the Red Sea
experienced a more measurable increase in AT. On the other hand, AT had a declining trend over
northern parts of Iraq and Iran, but it failed to be statistically considerable. The trend of AT had
numerous variations over western parts of Iran, northwestern parts of Iraq, central and eastern parts
of Turkey, and a large area of Syria. AT analysis of Iran’s precipitations showed that patterns in the
Sea Level Pressure were caused by East Mediterranean, Sudan, and Saudi Arabia low pressures and
the high pressures that were located in Europe and Kazakhstan. In addition, in upper-air (500 Hpa),
the patterns were influenced by high Mediterranean trough and blocking phenomenon that come
from higher latitudes.
Keywords: atmosphere thickness; Mann-Kendall method; trend; Iran and the Middle East;
precipitation; regression

1. Introduction
Thickness maps are frequently used in synoptic climatology. These maps indicate the Atmospheric
Thickness (AT) between the two layers of 500 and 1000 hPa, which is represented as the thickness
of the entire atmosphere [1]. Atmospheric thickness, defined as the vertical distance between the
500- and 1000-mb pressure surfaces, is directly related to the mean temperature and water vapor
path of an atmospheric layer [2]. A useful approximation to advection is obtained by regarding
the thickness lines as material lines that are embedded in the surface geostrophic wind field [3].
Maps with the same thickness are indicative of places where cold or hot air is accumulated. Areas
where contours are close together and have the lowest thickness are the regions in which cold air
is accumulated. These regions represent low pressure areas on the earth and upper levels. On the
contrary, areas where contours are close together and have the highest thickness demonstrate regions
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in which hot air is accumulated. These areas represent high pressure regions on the earth and upper
levels. Furthermore, the density of contours with similar thickness indicates areas where cold and hot
weathers meet. These areas are known as discontinuity regions. A large proportion of atmospheric
events takes place in these discontinuous and baroclinic zones. On the other hand, the continuation
of iso thickness contours shows thermal wind, which indicates the overall condition of airflow in the
layer. As a result, maps with similar thickness are useful tools for identifying air masses, fronts, and the
path of atmospheric systems [4]. AT maps are among the most important upper-air and synoptic maps
that are used in synoptic climatology to make predictions [5]. Such maps not only indicate the degree
of coldness/hotness of air in the atmosphere, but also indicate the movement of cold and hot air
masses. AT variations are caused by the advection of external air masses, dynamic ridge/trough of air,
and heating/cooling on the earth’s surface [6]. Studying contours with similar thickness can reveal
areas where cold/hot air or tongue of cold/hot air is concentrated [7]. Iran is an area with anomalous
and irregular precipitation [8–14]. Due to the variety of precipitation factors in different regions of Iran,
the amount and time of precipitation from one place to another is significantly different [15–17].
Zhang et al. (1997) demonstrated that AT has a profound effect on the radiation of atmospheric
downward longwave and snow melting. They showed that, in the thicknesses of 4850 m and
5450 m, there are radiations of 130 w/m2 and 280 w/m2 , respectively [18]. In order to identify
circulation patterns associated with Greece’s extreme precipitation, Houssos et al. (2008) classified
AT data on days with extreme precipitation. They identified nine circulation patterns of AT [19].
Some of the other research projects that concentrated on Iran’s precipitation are as follows: Azizi et al.
(2008) investigated severe cold waves of late December 2007 and early January 2008 in Iran by studying
the structure of AT and air advection [20]; Soltani et al. (2014) and Asakereh (2012) investigated
extreme precipitation in Kerman and Zanjan provinces [21,22] and Soltani et al. (2013) investigated the
long-term precipitation in Gorgan province [23]; Sanders and Davis (1988) examined anomaly patterns
of AT during cyclogenesis in the western part of central areas of the North Atlantic Ocean [24]; and,
Struthwolf (1995) estimated the maximum temperature using an adjusted procedure of thickness layers
between 700 and 850 hPa. He claimed that this procedure is highly efficient [25]. Iran’s pervasive frosts
occur alongside contours that have a thickness of 5300 to 5400 geopotential meters. In fact, pervasive
frosts occur alongside these contours that are as thick as the atmosphere (especially the ones that are
5300 geopotential meters thick) [26]. In some other studies, AT patterns have been used to justify
extreme precipitation. Some of these research projects include Mohammadi [27], Hosseini [28], Soltani
et al. [29] and Halabian and Pourjazi [30].
Variations of upper-air thickness is related to anomalies in the surface climate. The study
of thickness patterns as one of the tools for identifying and managing natural hazards, plays
a significant role in preventing economic and human losses. Overall, few studies have focused
on AT in Iran and across the world. There is not any published research studying the relation between
AT and Iran’s precipitation. Therefore, the present study sought to examine AT in Iran and the Middle
East and its relation to Iran’s precipitation.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Description of the Study Area Data Analyzed
The current paper aimed to investigate temporal and spatial variations in AT pattern of Iran
and the Middle East, with a special focus on Precipitation in Iran during recent decades (1950–2010).
The study area is located in longitudes and latitudes 25◦ to 68.5◦ E and 15◦ to 45◦ N (Figure 1).
To this end, geopotential height pressure data for 1000 and 500 hPa were obtained from
NCEP/NCAR database for an area located between 25◦ to 68.5◦ E and 15◦ to 45◦ N. This group of data
was used for extracting AT in study area. Then, in order to investigate the effect of atmosphere thickness
on pervasive precipitation of Iran, daily precipitation data were collected from Iran Meteorological
Organization (IRIMO). Environmental data that were used in this study came from two resources.
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The first one included interpolated daily precipitation data for a period ranging from 1961 to 2004.
These data had been prepared by Seyyed Abolfazl Masoodian in University of Isfahan, forming
Asfazari database. The data of this database have a spatial resolution of 15 × 15 km, have been
produced in the form of Lambert Conformal Conic Projection, and have been arranged in the form
of a 7187 × 18,262 matrix with an S makeup (time in rows and place in columns) [31–33]. All of the
data quality control of this database was conducted by Seyyed Abolfazl Massoodian in Isfahan
University and it is approved by the Iranian Climatologists [34–37]. In order to completely collect data
for the whole 50-years statistical period and have a more accurate database, the second group of data
belonging to a time interval ranging from 1960 to 1961 and from 2005 to 2010 were collected based
on precipitation data obtained from 553 synoptic and climatology stations of IRIMO. This second
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group of data was interpolated by using same method that is utilized in Asfazari database.
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Methods
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As a result, thickness maps receive due attention in studying some

At first, to gain an overall picture of AT, descriptive features of AT were analyzed. Thickness
maps, which show the layers between 500 and 1000 hPa, are frequently used in synoptic climatology.
This thickness is regarded as the thickness of the entire atmosphere. AT increases as a result of hot
weather and declines under the influence of cold weather. In fact, by studying the thickness between
these two layers (500 and 1000 hPa), the thickness of the entire atmosphere is investigated. The
following equation, which is known as hypsometric equation, is used to calculate AT:
tThickness = HGT 500 − HGT 1000

(1)
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atmospheric events like frosts. In general, AT refers to the distance between the two layers of 500 and
1000 hPa [39]. More precisely, thickness is:
Z − Z0 =

RT
p0
log
g
p

(2)

where Z0 and p0 are, respectively, height and pressure in the reference level or the level just below the
studied layer. If instead of fixed temperature we use average temperature all across the layer, then:
Z − Z0 =

RTm
p0
log
= ∂Z
g
p

(3)

In this equation, AT is calculated for the level between p0 and p and in the Tm temperature.
After extracting AT, we used regression analysis for studying temporal and spatial variations
in AT, and t-test for testing the statistical significance. The significance level in this study was 95%
with an error value of 0.05.
After identifying AT, cluster analysis was used to assess thickness patterns of pervasive
precipitations in Iran. In this study, a rainy day was defined as a day with a minimum precipitation
of 1 mm. After identifying the rainy days, the coverage percentage (pervasiveness of precipitation) was
investigated. The majority of researchers have used 50% coverage as the cut-off point for identifying
pervasive precipitation. Therefore, the same criterion was used in this study. Cluster analysis was also
used in the following step to classify data related to AT and identify representative days. In cluster
analysis, variables are grouped in the light of particular features that are determined by the researcher.
The purpose of conducting cluster analysis is finding real categories and reducing the bulk of data.
In other words, cluster analysis is aimed at coming up with a smaller number of groups, so that
similar data will be classified in the same category. This will minimize within group variance, while
maximizing between group variance. In cluster analysis, grouping of data is carried out based on the
distance or similarity among them. There are different procedures for measuring the distance among
data. One of the most widely used procedures is the Euclidean distance method.
Lund correlation method was utilized to identify representative days for the obtained groups
of AT. In this procedure, the representative day of each group is the one that has the highest similarity
with other days of the same group. The correlation coefficient indicates the degree of similarity between
the patterns of two different maps. In this procedure, a cut-off point should be determined for the
correlation coefficient. In such cases, the value of the correlation coefficient typically ranges from
0.5 to 0.7 [40]. The cut-off point of 0.5 was defined for determining representative days in this study.
More precisely, the representative day of each group was the one that had a correlation of at least 0.5,
with the largest number of other days in the same group.
The Mann-Kendall method was used for investigating the trends in AT time series in the whole
study area. If the time series is long enough to be considered as a combination of all the possible
realizations, it is described as ergodic [41]. If there are different realizations of a system, it is possible
to check the stationarity, but if there is only one realization it is impossible to distinguish between trend
or non-stationarity and very-low frequencies in the data [42]. If we want to study the high-frequency
component or create a power spectrum of data to reveal periodic components in our time series,
it is necessary to remove the trend or very low frequency components from our data. There are many
de-trending methods like, pre-whitening [43], polynomial fits [44], and spline [45] In another study,
Vautard et al. (1992) used the nonparametric test of Mann-Kendall [46] for global trend identification.
The Kendall method works as follows:
Let xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n be a time series, then kr is the number of times that xi1 < xi2 for all i1, i2 = 1,
2, . . . , n such that i1 < i2. A coefficient (τ) can be defined as:
τ=

4kr
−1
n ( n − 1)

(4)
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which is distributed normally with zero mean and standard deviation (δ), i.e.,:
s
δ=

2(2n + 5)
9n(n − 1)

(5)

The statistical significance test is carried out based on null hypothesis of no trend (i.e., stationarity)
and the hypothesis will be rejected when the value of τ is outside the interval of (−1.96δ, +1.96δ),
with 95% confidence level.
3. Results
3.1. Analysis of the Seasonal Variability of Atmospheric Thickness
Table 1 contains spatial features of AT for each month for Iran and the Middle East. The map
of average spatial distribution and coefficient of variations of AT in winter for Iran (JFM) and the
Middle East shows that the average AT and the coefficient of variation in January are 5522.5 m and
2.6 m, respectively. The difference between mean, median, and mode indicates the relatively high
homogeneity of various layers of AT in the Middle East. Furthermore, the lack of change in AT can
be inferred because skewness is equal to zero in January.
Table 1. Spatial features of Atmospheric Thickness (AT) for each month in Iran (m).
Winter

Mean
Median
Mode
Variance
STDV
CV (%)
Variation Range
Skewness
Elongation
Max
Min

Spring

January

February

March

April

May

June

5522.5
5518.9
5277.3
20,876.7
144.5
2.6
480.7
0.0
1.6
5758.1
5277.3

5534.4
5536.5
5281.0
22,317.3
149.4
2.7
489.2
−0.1
1.6
5770.2
5281.0

5579.8
5586.6
5349.9
19,156.6
138.4
2.5
442.9
−0.2
1.6
5792.7
5349.9

5649.5
5668.1
5436.4
12,900.3
113.6
2.0
378.1
−0.3
1.7
5814.5
5436.4

5715.6
5744.4
5528.3
9287.3
96.4
1.7
304.8
−0.4
1.7
5833.2
5528.3

5773.5
5802.4
5598.8
6085.6
78.0
1.4
279.7
−0.6
2.2
5878.5
5598.8

Summer

Mean
Median
Mode
Variance
STDV
CV (%)
Variation Range
Skewness
Elongation
Max
Min

Fall

July

August

September

October

November

December

5804.4
5816.9
5639.4
3832.5
61.9
1.1
263.2
−0.7
2.8
5902.6
5639.01

5797.6
5809.7
5642.7
3668.8
60.6
1.0
249.1
−0.7
2.7
5891.8
5642.7

5746.6
5773.7
5579.2
5625.2
75.0
1.3
260.9
−0.8
2.3
5840.2
5579.2

5677.1
5708.5
5483.6
8764.0
93.6
1.6
309.8
−0.6
1.9
5793.4
5483.6

5607.5
5624.9
5390.4
13,201.6
114.9
2.0
388.3
−0.3
1.7
5778.7
5390.4

5554.2
5557.7
5323.2
17,382.0
131.8
2.4
439.6
−0.1
1.6
5762.7
5323.2

Coefficient of variations in January (Figure 2) shows that 20◦ latitude (which covers areas over
Sudan, Saudi Arabia, the Red Sea, the Arabian Sea, and the Persian Gulf) has had the lowest coefficient
of variations (0.2) since these areas are influenced by homogenous air masses in January. Air masses
with different features do not usually find their ways into this region. On the other hand, in regions that
are located in upper latitudes to the north, the coefficient of variations of AT has increased, reaching
a peak of 0.8. These areas are affected by various air masses in January.
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Iso thickness contours of July, August, and September (Figure 2) indicate that the maximum
Iso thickness contours of July, August, and September (Figure 2) indicate that the maximum
density of thickness layers belongs to northeastern Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and Syria, while the minimum
density of thickness layers belongs to northeastern Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and Syria, while the minimum
density has been registered for southern Saudi Arabia, southern Iran, and some parts of the Red Sea,
density has been registered for southern Saudi Arabia, southern Iran, and some parts of the Red Sea,
areas that have a high temperature during summer. Temperature declines toward upper latitudes,
areas that have a high temperature during summer. Temperature declines toward upper latitudes,
hence higher density and lower thickness of atmosphere. In summer, the lowest coefficient of
hence higher density and lower thickness of atmosphere. In summer, the lowest coefficient of variations
variations of AT in the Middle East (0.12) was recorded in August and belonged to southern Saudi
of AT in the Middle East (0.12) was recorded in August and belonged to southern Saudi Arabia,
Arabia, the Arabian Sea, and southern parts of the Persian Gulf. The second lowest coefficient of
the Arabian Sea, and southern parts of the Persian Gulf. The second lowest coefficient of variations
variations of AT in the Middle East (0.14) was recorded in September, and it belonged to Saudi
of AT in the Middle East (0.14) was recorded in September, and it belonged to Saudi Arabia, southern
Arabia, southern Iraq, areas around the Persian Gulf, and the Arabian Sea. There is a small difference
Iraq, areas around the Persian Gulf, and the Arabian Sea. There is a small difference among indices
among indices of central tendency (mean, median, and mode) of the AT in the Middle East during
of central tendency (mean, median, and mode) of the AT in the Middle East during summer. Thus,
summer. Thus, there has been more homogeneity among various layers of AT during this season.
there has been more homogeneity among various layers of AT during this season. The highest AT for
The highest AT for the entire year has been recorded in July (5804.4 m). This indicates that July has
the entire year has been recorded in July (5804.4 m). This indicates that July has the highest temperature,
the highest temperature, hence this month has experienced the maximum expansion in atmosphere
hence this month has experienced the maximum expansion in atmosphere layers.
layers.
The spatial distribution map of average of coefficient of variations of AT in Iran and the Middle
East during fall (Table 1) shows that the average AT in the Middle East has had the highest coefficient
of variations in this season (5677.1 m in October, 5067.5 m in November, and 5554.2 m in December).
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The spatial distribution map of average of coefficient of variations of AT in Iran and the Middle
East during fall (Table 1) shows that the average AT in the Middle East has had the highest coefficient
of variations in this season (5677.1 m in October, 5067.5 m in November, and 5554.2 m in December).
3.2. Analysis of the Interannual Variability of Atmospheric Thickness
Spatial–temporal variation of AT during winter in the Middle East (Figure 3) shows that a negative
thickness trend has been experienced in January and February, while there has been no negative trend
in March. In January, there has been a positive AT trend to the latitude of 25◦ covering areas that include
Saudi Arabia, Persian Gulf countries, and southern Iran. On the contrary, Iraq, Turkey, and northern
parts of Iran have had a negative trend. The positive AT trend in January has ranged from 11 m in Saudi
Arabia to 15 m in the Arabian Sea. By contrast, the sharpest negative trend of AT belongs to northern
areas (−18 m) and eastern Iraq (−10 m) in February. In January, two regions have had totally different
thickness trends in the Middle East; the first area involves western and southwestern parts of Iran and
central and eastern parts of Turkey, which have experienced a negative trend. On the other hand, areas
over the Black Sea have had a positive trend. Thus, there has been a huge trend difference between
these two regions. The type and percentage of AT trend in Iran and the Middle East during January
shows that, in total, 27.1% of the study region has been a rising significant trend and the rest of area
(72.3%) has not been any significant trend. In February, the negative AT trend has dominated the
largest parts of the Middle East. In addition, the positive trend of this month has been weaker than
that of January. In the Middle East, the largest area with a positive trend of AT belongs to southern
Saudi Arabia and the Arabian Sea (6 to 8 m). Except for these areas, latitudes upper than 25◦ have
had a negative trend. The maximum negative trend of AT (−10 to −18 m) belongs to Turkey, as well
as northwestern and northern Iran. In February, the maximum difference in the trend of AT has been
registered for western parts of Iran. 100% of study area has not been any significant trend. In winter,
the widest positive trend of AT in Iran and the Middle East has been recorded in March. In this month,
overall, 27.9% of the study area has been rising significant trend, whereas 71.1% has not experienced
any significant trend.
Table 2 showed the AT monthly trend of the atmosphere of Iran based on Mann-Kendall method.
As seen in this table, the AT has been increasing for all of the months in the whole statistical
period. This trend has been significant for all of the months except January, February, and December.
The highest trend of AT occurred in the August (0/346 (m/m)).
Spatial–temporal variations of AT I n the Middle East in spring (Table 3) shows that, in April
and May, all of the Middle East (except for eastern Turkey) has had a positive trend. The sharpest
positive trend of AT has been registered for southern Saudi Arabia and the Persian Gulf in April
(18 m) and May (19 m). The difference in the trend of AT, which dominates eastern Turkey in April,
can also be observed in May. The entire Middle East has had a positive AT trend in June. No negative
AT trend can be observed in the entire region in this time. The type and percentage of the AT trend
of Iran and the Middle East in April shows that 44.9% of the Middle East has been a rising significant
trend and 55.1% of the area has not been any significant trend. In May, the areas with the highest
positive thickness trend (13 to 19 m) are located in southern Saudi Arabia, eastern Iraq, southern
Iran, the Persian Gulf, and some areas of the Arabian Sea. In this month, only eastern Turkey has had
a negative AT trend (−1 to −5 m). The type and percentage of AT in Iran and the Middle East in May
shows that, in total, 60.7% of study region has been a rising significant trend, whereas 39.3% of Middle
East has not been significant trend. In June, the percentage of areas covered by the AT trend in Iran
and the Middle East shows that, overall, 80.2% of Middle East has experienced a rising and significant
trend and 19.8% of the region has not been any significant trend.
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Table 2. AT monthly trend according to Mann-Kendall method during 1950–2010 (60 years) (meter per
month (m/m)).
Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

Trend
Significance

0.126
1

0.075
1

0.287
0

0.301
0

0.319
0

0.345
0

Month

July

August

September

October

November

December

Trend
Significance

0.284
0

0.346
0

0.295
0

0.320
0

0.308
0

0.247
1

3.3. Analysis of the Link between Atmospheric Thickness and Precipitation in Iran
In order to study the effect of AT on pervasive precipitations in Iran, after identifying Iran’s
precipitation days, the thickness data for these days were extracted. Then, cluster analysis was
performed on the thickness data. Cluster analysis is the art of finding groups in data. The classification
of similar objects into groups is an important human activity. Cluster analysis can be used not only
to identify a structure that is already present in the data, but also to impose a structure on a more or less
homogeneous data set that has to be split up in a “fair” way [47,48]. Finally, by using trial and error and
variance analysis, four thickness patterns for Iran’s pervasive precipitation were selected (Figure 4).
Table 3. Area (%) covered by AT in Iran and the Middle East (In this table: Decr = Decreasing,
Incr = Increasing).
Month

Type of Trend

Coverage (%)

Month

Type of Trend

Coverage (%)

January

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
27.2
72.8

July

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
88.8
11.2

Februsry

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
0
100

August

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
62.8
37.2

March

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
27.9
72.1

September

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
61.1
38.9

April

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
44.9
55.1

October

Decr
Incr
No Trend

4.9
61.5
38.5

May

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
60.7
39.3

November

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
47.8
52.2

June

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
80.2
19.8

December

Decr
Incr
No Trend

0
34.8
65.2

Figure 5 displays the spatial distribution of synoptic-dynamic patterns of the representative day for
the first pattern (belt of Mediterranean-Caspian Sea low pressure and North European high pressure).
The sea level pressure map (Figure 5) shows that a wide low pressure belt has dominated the northern
parts of the Middle East, ranging from eastern Mediterranean to northern Iran. It constitutes a closed
curve, with its central core having a pressure of 1004 hPa dominating east Mediterranean through
the Caspian Sea. It is combined with the low pressure system of southeastern Russia and eastern
Ukraine. Also, the European high pressure, which has a central pressure of 1038 hPa, has dominated
northern Europe.
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In order to study the effect of AT on pervasive precipitations in Iran, after identifying Iran’s
precipitation days, the thickness data for these days were extracted. Then, cluster analysis was
In order to have a better analysis of atmosphere condition and identify precipitation productive
performed on the thickness data. Cluster analysis is the art of finding groups in data. The
systems in Iran, iso height contours of 500 hPa and AT have been illustrated in Figure 5. Iso height
classification of similar objects into groups is an important human activity. Cluster analysis can be
contours of 500 hPa show that a low pressure center with a contour of 5180 geopotential meter
used not only to identify a structure that is already present in the data, but also to impose a structure
has been shaped over Eastern Europe and central parts of Ukraine. This low center, which can
on a more or less homogeneous data set that has to be split up in a “fair” way [47,48]. Finally, by
be called an atmospheric coldhole, completely affects AT because of its high atmosphere density. Thus,
using trial and error and variance analysis, four thickness patterns for Iran’s pervasive precipitation
the lowest AT (5120 m) is completely in line with the atmospheric coldhole of 500 hPa.
were selected (Figure 4).

(A)
Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. (A) Spatial distribution of Iran’s monthly trend, AT and level of significant; (B) Spatial
Figure 3. (A) Spatial distribution of Iran’s monthly trend, AT and level of significant; (B) Spatial
distribution of Iran’s monthly trend, AT and level of significant.
distribution of Iran’s monthly trend, AT and level of significant.
Table 3. Area (%) covered by AT in Iran and the Middle East (In this table: Decr = Decreasing, Incr =

August

Decr

0

Incr

27.9

Septemb
er

March

Februsry

July

January

Figure
5 displays the spatial distribution of synoptic-dynamic patterns for the representative day
Increasing).
for the second pattern (Kazakhstan high pressure, Mediterranean low pressure, and Sudan). The sea
Month Type of Trend Coverage (%) Month Type of Trend Coverage (%)
level pressure map (Figure 5) shows that a low pressure system dominates the eastern Mediterranean
0
Decrtoward northern
0 regions of the
with a central pressure ofDecr
1009 hPa. It is moving
in a cyclonic manner
Middle East. At the sameIncr
time, in northern
is moving toward
27.2parts of Africa, Sudanese
Incrlow pressure88.8
upper latitudes with a central pressure of 1017 hPa.
No Trend
72.8
No Trend
11.2
Figure 5 displays the spatial distribution of synoptic-dynamic patterns for the representative
day for the third patternDecr
(Saudi Arabia high
The sea level
0 pressure and Turkmenistan
Decr low pressure).
0
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◦
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100
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0
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Figure 4. The dendrogram obtained as a result of conducting cluster analysis for AT during pervasive

Figure
4. The dendrogram obtained as a result of conducting cluster analysis for AT during pervasive
precipitation in Iran.
precipitation in Iran.
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(Figure 6A) shows that a deep trough has stretched over the western regions of the Mediterranean
and northern Africa and Algeria. Although this trough is deep, its wavelength is not wide and it does
not influence a large area. Since the western part of the trough has negative vorticity, it results in the
advection of cold and humid air from the Mediterranean toward northern regions in the Middle East.
However, in central parts of the Middle East, it has formed mass or ridge, causing the advection
of hot air.
The spatial-temporal distribution of the second precipitation pattern of fall for the AT in the
Middle East (Figure 6B) shows that a low height system, with a central pressure of 5380 geopotential
meter, has been formed in northern Europe and has crossed the Black Sea to reach the Middle East.

Figure 5 displays the spatial distribution of synoptic-dynamic patterns for the representative day
for the second pattern (Kazakhstan high pressure, Mediterranean low pressure, and Sudan). The sea
level pressure map (Figure 5) shows that a low pressure system dominates the eastern Mediterranean
with a central pressure of 1009 hPa. It is moving in a cyclonic manner toward northern regions of the
Middle East. At the same time, in northern parts of Africa, Sudanese low pressure is moving toward
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upper latitudes with a central pressure of 1017 hPa.

Figure 5. The thickness patterns of the Iran’s comprehensive precipitation.
Figure 5. The thickness patterns of the Iran’s comprehensive precipitation.

The spatial-temporal distribution of the third precipitation pattern of fall for the AT in the
Middle East (Figure 6C) shows that two low height cores have dominated the Mediterranean and
southwestern Europe.
The spatial-temporal distribution of the fourth precipitation pattern of fall for the AT in the
Middle East (Figure 6D) shows that the formation of a ridge over Europe and the location of its eastern
part over Eastern Europe have directed cold air toward the lower latitudes and northern parts of the
Middle East. Thus, AT has declined to its lowest degree (5350 m) in northern regions of the Middle
East. At the same time, a low system with a cold core with a cyclonic movement has been formed over
North Africa.

advection of cold and humid air from the Mediterranean toward northern regions in the Middle East.
However, in central parts of the Middle East, it has formed mass or ridge, causing the advection of
hot air.
The spatial-temporal distribution of the second precipitation pattern of fall for the AT in the
Middle
East
Climate
2017,
5, 82(Figure 6B) shows that a low height system, with a central pressure of 5380 geopotential
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Figure 6. The thickness patterns of the Iran’s fall comprehensive precipitation; ((A) a deep trough on
Figure 6. The thickness patterns of the Iran’s fall comprehensive precipitation; (A) a deep trough
the western Mediterranean; ((B) low height system on the Europe); ((C) two low height cores on the
on the western Mediterranean; (B) low height system on the Europe; (C) two low height cores on the
Mediterranean and southwestern Europe); ((D) a ridge over the Eastern Europe)
Mediterranean and southwestern Europe; (D) a ridge over the Eastern Europe.

The spatial-temporal distribution of the third precipitation pattern of fall for the AT in the
4.Middle
Discussion
East (Figure 6C) shows that two low height cores have dominated the Mediterranean and
southwestern Europe.
4.1. Seasonal Variability of Atmospheric Thickness
The spatial-temporal distribution of the fourth precipitation pattern of fall for the AT in the
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southwestern areas of the Middle East. For the same reason, the average coefficient of variations
for southern parts of the Red Sea, southern Saudi Arabia, the Arabian Sea, and south and southeast
of Iran is 1.57, in January. The seasonal variability of atmospheric thickness shows that the highest and
lowest AT belong to March and January, respectively (Table 1). This shows that, in the Middle East,
the average temperature in March has been higher than that in February and January, a phenomenon
that has led to the expansion of upper atmosphere layers in March. In January, however, the low
average temperature has resulted in the shrinkage of atmosphere layers. This condition might be due
to the fact that, in winter, the Middle East is influenced by various pressure systems (Red Sea low
pressure, North African high pressure, Northeastern Iran high pressure, European high pressure,
and North Caspian Sea high pressure), causing changes in its climate [49]. Since most of these masses
contain cold air, they considerably reduce the AT.
The average AT peak was seen in June and the highest value of coefficient of variations has been
recorded in April rather than May (1.7) or June (1.4). This is due to the fact that, in April, the Middle
East is still under the impact of cold wind waves of upper latitudes. The difference between the mean,
median, and mode of AT in the Middle East is greater in spring than winter. Therefore, homogeneity
in spring is lower than that in winter. The variability of AT can be clearly inferred from the values
of negative skewness (April, May, and June).
The highest mean of AT in the Middle East in July (5804.4 m, Table 1) indicates that, in summer,
the middle and upper level of atmosphere in the Middle East is influenced by Azores high pressure
(which is the only high pressure center during the hot season of the year). Azores high pressure
functions differently in Asia and Africa during the hot season of the year. However, geographical
features of Azores high pressure centers in Asia and Africa are regarded as the main factors that control
the climate of the Middle East during the hot season of the year (Zarrin et al., 2010). On the other
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hand, a high temperature of atmosphere in the Middle East during summer is attributed to sun’s
perpendicular radiation, air expansion, and high AT [50]. Therefore, the lowest coefficient of variations
of AT has been recorded in summer because, in this season, the Middle East is typically influenced
by homogeneous air masses of Azores high pressure. The nature of these air masses is more similar
in summer when compared to the air masses of other seasons.
Various pressure systems affect the temperature of the Middle East during cold seasons (fall
(OND) and winter) and, consequently, influence AT. For example, the Red Sea low pressure dominates
some parts of the Indian peninsula, the Indian Ocean, African lands (except for Algeria, Tunisia, Libya,
Egypt, and Ethiopia), and the Red Sea. Furthermore, Oman low pressure influences a region ranging
from Ethiopia to the Arabian Sea and the Indian peninsula. It also dominates northern Pakistan to the
west of the Mediterranean. Moreover, European high pressure, Kazakhstan high pressure, northern
Caspian Sea high pressure, Mediterranean low pressure, and Siberian high pressure have profound
influence on the climate of the Middle East in that order [26,27,51,52].
The average AT in the Middle East has had the highest coefficient of variations in fall season
(5677.1 m, Table 1). This can be attributed to the fact that fall is a transition period in the year. On the
one hand, subtropical high pressure systems that dominate the area during hot seasons have not
left the region yet. On the other hand, western winds and pressure systems that influence the area
in cold seasons are moving toward the region. The highest coefficient of variations for the entire year
belongs to December, fall (2.4%). The higher density of iso thickness layers in December (as compared
to November and October) shows that temperature has been lower and layers have shrunk more
and have had higher density in this month. Like other months of the year, southern Saudi Arabia,
southern areas of the Arabian Sea, and southern regions of the Red Sea have had the lowest coefficient
of variations in fall. In contrast, northern parts of Turkey, Syria, northern regions of Iraq, and northern
Iran have had the highest coefficient of variations in this season.
4.2. Interannual Variability of Atmospheric Thickness
The spatial–temporal variations of AT in summer (July, August, and September) in Iran and the
Middle East (Figure 3, Table 3) demonstrates that the whole region has had a positive trend of AT.
The sharpest positive trend belongs to southeastern Saudi Arabia and the Red Sea (22 to 30 m in July,
16 to 22 m in August, and 12 to 16 m in September). The type and percentage of areas that are covered
by the AT trend in the Middle East indicate that, in July and August, the Middle East has experienced
a rising significant trend, respectively, with 88.3% of the study area in July and 62.8% in August.
In September, 61.1% of Middle East has been a rising significant trend, and 38.9% of the region has
not been any significant trend. The spatial–temporal variations of AT in fall (October, November,
and December) in Iran and the Middle East (Table 3) indicates that the entire region (save for northern
and northwestern Iran) has had a positive trend of AT. The sharpest positive trend belongs to southern
Saudi Arabia, the Red Sea, and the Strait of Hormoz (13 to 15 m in October, 12 to 15 m in November,
and 14 to 18 m in December). The steepest positive trend of AT has been registered in December over
the Strait of Hormoz and the Gulf of Oman. The type and percentage of areas that are covered by the
AT trend in the Middle East indicate that, in October, in total, 61.5% of the study area has experienced
a rising significant trend, while 38.5% of the region has not been a significant trend. In November, 47.8%
of Middle East has been rising significant trend. In December, 34.8% of Middle East has experienced
a rising significant trend and 65.2% of the region has not been any significant trend.
4.3. The Relationship between the Atmospheric Thickness and Precipitation in Iran
4.3.1. Atmospheric Conditions Not Linked with Precipitation
A wide low pressure belt of the northern parts of the Middle East ranging from eastern
Mediterranean to northern Iran (First Pattern) has been seen in Figure 5. The anti-cyclonic movement
of the high pressure system and the suction caused by the low pressure system of northern parts
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of Iran have moved the high pressure system toward lower latitudes. The dominance of severe
ingredient pressure has led to air instability and vertical ridge. The dominance of high pressure over
the Middle East and Iran, which is due to the presence of high pressure systems in western China,
as well as northern and western Europe, has led to an unstable weather all over the Middle East.
This is due to the fact that low pressure systems of northern regions of the Middle East have been
surrounded by high pressure systems of neighboring areas.
The precipitation productive system in Iran was identified by the iso height contours of 500 hPa
and AT (Figure 5). The low pressure center with a contour of 5180 geopotential meter is called Coldhole.
Atmospheric coldhole is an obstacle that forces western winds to move toward lower latitudes, forming
a deep trough over central and northern parts of the Middle East. The highest divergence of this trough
is located over Iran and the lower pressure system on the surface of earth is positioned in northern
regions of Iran.
The spatial distribution of synoptic-dynamic patterns for the representative day for the second
pattern (Kazakhstan high pressure, Mediterranean low pressure, and Sudan) was shown in Figure 5.
The low pressure system from eastern Mediterranean with a central pressure of 1009 hPa that is moving
in a cyclonic manner is presented in Figure 5. The cyclones formed by this low pressure system have
moved toward the latitude of 30◦ and have been located in the path of western winds. They have
turned into dynamic entities and moved toward northern regions.
4.3.2. Atmospheric Conditions Linked with Precipitation
On the other hand, whenever Sudanese and Mediterranean low pressure come into contact,
a trough is formed in eastern Mediterranean. If this trough is deep, it will cause heavy precipitation
in most parts of Iran [53]. Strengthening the activities of Sudanese low pressure centers turns them into
dynamic and thermodynamic systems, causing heavy precipitation in some areas of Iran, especially
southwestern Iran. This Sudanese system usually enters Iran from several paths.
The main entrance of this system into Iran is when it is combined with Mediterranean low
pressure, causing heavy precipitations [54]. This low pressure system moves over southern parts
of the Middle East (the Red Sea and southern Saudi Arabia) entering the territory of the Persian Gulf
and transferring humidity to southern and southeastern Iran. At the same time, Kazakhstan high
pressure, which has a pressure of 1041 hPa, has been formed on the border with Mongolia. It has had
an anti-cyclonic and westward movement reaching eastern and northeastern parts of Iran.
A low pressure system has entered Iran from the southeastern part. Therefore, the highest
pressure and instability is located in two areas of Iran; the northwestern part, which is influenced
by the Mediterranean and Sudanese low pressure, and the southeastern part. In order to have a better
analysis of atmosphere condition and identify precipitation productive systems in Iran, iso height
contours of 500 hPa and AT have been illustrated in Figure 5. It is demonstrated that the western flows
are moving in large quantities in the form of zonal belts toward eastern regions of the Middle East.
However, in the eastern Mediterranean, a weak trough has been formed. In such a situation,
the cold air of Europe can dominate the Mediterranean, confronting hot and humid weather of this
area in cold weathers and preparing conditions for forming a front. On the other hand, the dominance
of the trough over the Mediterranean provides an unstable dynamic condition. This condition, along
with discontinuity-based instability, can provide the ground for the formation of rain systems [55].
The spatial distribution of synoptic-dynamic patterns for the representative day for the third
pattern (Saudi Arabia high pressure and Turkmenistan low pressure) was shown in Figure 5. The high
pressure system from eastern Mediterranean with a central pressure of 1018 hPa formed over Saudi
Arabia and stretched to the latitude of 35◦ north and the longitude of 60◦ east, is presented in Figure 5.
Due to the presence of a low pressure system over southern parts of Europe, this high pressure
system has moved toward east, with an anti-cyclonic movement. It has crossed the Red Sea, the Saudi
Arabia peninsula, and the Persian Gulf, stretching over western, southwestern, and northwestern
regions of Iran. Thus, the curve with a pressure of 1018 hPa is located over northwestern parts of Iran.
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At the same time, Turkmenistan low pressure has been formed in central areas of Turkmenistan
and Afghanistan. It has moved westward, it has entered Iran from the eastern part, and it has stretched
to central regions of Iran. In central and southern parts of Iran, extreme pressure gradient has been
caused by the presence of contours from Saudi Arabia high pressure, leading to weather instability
and air ridge.
On the other hand, hot and humid masses have moved from the Indian peninsula and the
Bay of Bengal toward southeastern and eastern regions of Iran. They have been combined with
Turkmenistan low pressure. At the same time, in the atmosphere level of 500 hPa, Mediterranean
trough with an iso height curve of 5600 geopotential meter has been located over central and southern
Iran. Its positive vorticity and upper divergence is exactly in line with the maximum difference of sea
level pressure.
On the contrary, western parts of Iran, which are located in the west of the trough and have
experienced the cold air of upper latitudes, have the minimum AT (5290 m). The same condition exists
for northern regions of the Middle East which are influenced by the cold air of Europe. However,
southern parts of the Middle East, which are influenced by flows in northern Africa and the hot air
of lower latitudes, have a thicker atmosphere compared to northern regions.
The spatial distribution of synoptic-dynamic patterns for the representative day for the fourth
pattern (the belt of Mediterranean low pressure, the Black Sea–Saudi Arabia low pressure) was
illustrated in Figure 5. The strong cyclonic system formed over eastern regions of the Mediterranean
and was combined with the Black Sea and Kazakhstan low pressure, shapes a wide low pressure belt
over northern parts of the Middle East (Figure 5).
The Mediterranean low pressure has moved toward lower latitudes reaching the north of Africa
and Egypt. It has also moved eastward, crossing Mount Ararat in Turkey and entering Iran from
northwestern and western areas. The cyclonic and meridional movement of Kazakhstan and the
Caspian Sea low pressure has influenced northern and northeastern parts of Iran.
The Saudi low pressure enters Iran from western and southwestern parts after passing over the
Persian Gulf. Also, the southeastern regions of Iran are influenced by the low pressure of the Indian
Ocean and the Bay of Bengal. Thus, all the regions of Iran are under the influence of various low
pressure systems, with each system transferring humidity to central Iran in one way or another.
At the same time, an omega shaped blocking system has been formed in the atmosphere level
of 500 hPa (Figure 5) in southern Europe and northern regions of the Mediterranean. It has a central
contour of 5680 geopotential meter. There is a huge high pressure at the center of this system, with its
mass being stretched toward the north.
Cyclonic movements can be observed in its southwestern and southeastern parts. The cyclonic
movement in its southwestern part is located over Iraq, Syria, and western regions of Iran. It has a wide
trough. Also, cold air moves from Europe and the Mediterranean toward Iran. These factors along
with the injection of humidity from the Persian Gulf, the Mediterranean, the Caspian Sea, and the
Indian Ocean cause pervasive precipitations in Iran.
The effect of AT on Iran’s precipitation in fall, as the season having highest variability coefficient
when compared with other seasons of Iran, was studied and analyzed (Figure 6A). AT is influenced
by the type of air dominating a region. Thus, the highest AT has been recorded in southern areas of the
Middle East including southern Saudi Arabia, the Arabian Sea, and the Persian Gulf. This is due to the
fact that, in fall, the atmospheric systems of upper latitudes are not strong enough to move toward
lower latitudes of the region. The lowest AT is located in central Iran, which is in line with the low
dynamic system.
On the other hand, a low system with a cold core is located over central parts of Iran.
The minimum AT in the Middle East is in line with this low system. Its falling arm has moved
cold air toward lower latitudes, influencing Iraq, Saudi Arabia, southwestern Iran, and the territory
of the Persian Gulf. The hot air stretching over northeastern Africa and Saudi Arabia causing extreme
pressure gradient over the studied region. This has paved the way for unstable weather [50].
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The spatial-temporal distribution of the second precipitation pattern of fall for the AT in the
Middle East (Figure 6B) shows a low wide system. This low system has moved the cold air of upper
latitudes toward the lower ones. Since it crosses the Black Sea and the eastern Mediterranean, it has
also transferred humidity to northern parts of the studied region. During the dominance of this pattern,
air flows that have stretched over central and southern parts of the Middle East have not transferred
cold air to the studied region because of their low latitude. This has caused extreme pressure gradient
and instability in northern parts of the Middle East. At the same time, a hot air mass has moved from
northern Africa toward central and southern regions in the Middle East. Thus, southern parts of the
Middle East have maximum AT (5650 to 5750 m), while northern parts have minimum thickness.
There are two low cores in the Mediterranean and southwestern Europe (Figure 6C), which are
the third precipitation pattern of fall for the AT. They have directed eastward flows toward northern
Africa. On the other hand, a deep trough is located over northern parts of the Middle East. In the
western part, the trough has caused the movement of cold air from northern Europe toward northern
regions of the Middle East. It has led to blocking in central Turkey, and has caused cold air advection
toward the Middle East on a wide scale.
On the other hand, central parts of the Middle East are influenced by the hot air of North Africa.
Thus, an extreme pressure gradient has been formed over northern and central parts of the Middle
East, which is clearly observed in the density of iso height contours. The movement of cold air of upper
latitudes over northern regions of the Middle East has increased the density of AT, hence reducing AT.
Thus, AT is 5700 m in southern Saudi Arabia because this region is completely influenced by the hot
air of North Africa. Extreme difference in AT between southern and northern regions of the Middle
East indicates that the extreme temperature difference dominates the AT of the region.
The last precipitation pattern of fall for the AT in the Middle East is presented in Figure 6D. It has
prevented the entrance of cold and humid air of the Mediterranean toward northern parts of Africa.
On the other hand, the zonal-based nature of air flows in North Africa and their movement toward
southern parts of the Middle East show the advection of hot air in the studied region. In addition
to this phenomenon, the movement of cold air from Europe through a deep European trough has
caused the formation of a baroclinic atmosphere, a front, and finally instability in northern parts of the
Middle East. The maximum degree of baroclinicity and instability can be observed in northern parts
of Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and western parts of Iran. This has led to the movement of humidity from
the Mediterranean, the Black Sea, and the Red Sea, and has caused pervasive precipitations in the
studied region.
5. Conclusions
Variations in AT can influence atmospheric events. Atmospheric variations, which directly
determine temperature conditions, play an important role in controlling climatic events. This study
focused on analyzing AT in Iran and the Middle East. The results are summarized in the following lines:
Spatial distribution of average AT in Iran and the Middle East shows that, in winter, the average
AT in Iran and the Middle East declines to the lowest degree because of the presence of pressure
systems that have cold cores. In spring, however, the thickness rises given that subtropical high
pressure systems gradually enter the region and cold systems withdraw to upper latitudes.
In summer, the Middle East is influenced by Azores subtropical high pressure. Thus, AT reaches
its peak in this season. On the other hand, the highest degree of variations in AT is observed in fall,
which is a transition period. This is attributed to the fact that, in this season, pressure systems
of hot seasons are leaving the region, western pressure systems and winds are entering the area.
The degree of variations is more clearly observed in upper latitudes. In all seasons, lower latitudes
experience smaller coefficient of variations of AT (in comparison with upper latitudes). The smallest
degree of variations in AT is observed in southern Saudi Arabia, the Arabian Sea, and the Persian
Gulf. On the contrary, the highest degree of variations is recorded for northern parts of Iran, Turkey,
and Syria.
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Spatial-temporal variations of AT in the Middle East during winter show that a large area of the
Middle East experiences a negative trend in AT during this season. The sharpest negative trend belongs
to northern parts of Iran, Iraq, and Turkey. In contrast, the negative trend is weaker in spring and
moves toward upper latitudes. Southern parts of the Middle East have a positive trend of AT reaching
the highest degree in April. The same positive trend exists in summer too, with the maximum positive
trend of AT (30 m) being recorded in July for southern parts of Saudi Arabia and the Red Sea. In fall,
the positive trend of AT is weaker than that in summer. Thus, northwestern parts of Iran and Turkey
experience a negative trend, while a positive trend still exists in the rest of the region.
Investigating and studying the atmospheric factors that cause Iran’s precipitation, we observed
that the occurrence of these precipitations is influenced by different air masses with different natures
in the upper and lower latitudes. Thus, the most important atmospheric factors of precipitation
control in Iran in SLP can be the East Mediterranean, Sudan, Saudi Arabia’s low pressure systems,
and the high pressures that are located on Europe and Kazakhstan. In upper-air, (500 Hpa) due to high
Mediterranean trough and blocking phenomenon have made weather lasting for a long time. However,
the predominant role in Iran’s precipitations is played by the Mediterranean and Sudan’s Low
pressures. They create maximum pressure ingredient providing the basis for the creation of instability,
which is an introduction to precipitation. However, the blocking systems have an important role
in the deviation of the Western wind and creating ridge and troughs in the internal regions of Iran.
That is accompanied by instability of the air, and the influx of cold air from the high-pressure systems
of Europe. Which, in addition to the transporting European cold air, transmits moisture from the
Mediterranean and Black Sea and have a major effect on Iran’s precipitation. Occurrence of frosts
was mainly influenced by five patterns, namely Siberian high-pressure and European high-pressure,
deep trough pattern of Eastern Europe and Sudanese low pressure, dual-core pattern of Siberian
high-pressure, deep Eastern European trough and polar low pressure pattern, and Omega pattern.
The severest frosts occurred during the dominance of the Omega pattern [26]. Extreme and widespread
precipitation in the northwest of Iran are caused by four patterns, which, in all of them, a trough
is located in the west of Iran [50]. The coldest extreme low temperature of Iran occurred when negative
anomaly of AT located over Siberian and northeastern parts of Iran and also positive anomaly observed
over Barents Sea, Greenland and Europe [56].
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